By means of information theory we propose a new scaling hypothesis for the rapidity distributions both in semi-inclusive and inclusive reactions, which indicates the same type of scaling as KNO scaling and scaling in the mean. Such scaling la>vs are supposed to be mutually in close connection and in addition to contradict Feynman scaling. § 1. Introduction
§ 1. Introduction
In this decade several scaling hypotheses have been proposed for hadronhadron reactions; i.e., Feynman scaling/) KNO (Koba, Nielsen and Olesen) scaling;) scaling in the mean, 3 J etc. Among them, KNO scaling and scaling in the mean seem to belong to the same category, which may be called "generalized scaling in the 1nean (GSIM) ".
Dao et al. 31 introduced scaling in the mean for the semi-inclusive nwmentum distributions. Since then there have been several arguments on this scaling hypothesis. Here we especially pay our attention to the work of Ernst and Schm.itt (ES) <l who used information theory to derive the functional form of scaling in the mean. The theoretical bases of GSIM seem to be founded by generalizing their point of view.
In this paper we shall indicate that the same type of scaling law as scaling in the mean holds also for the rapidity distributions both in semi inclusive and inclusive reactions. vV e propose Gaussian scaling function for them by the use of information theory according to ES. The experimental data, which are compared with our theoretical calculations, seem to support our present investigations.
In § 2 we express our fundamental standpoint about GSIM on the basis of information theory. It is shown in § 3 that scaling in the mean for the rapidity distributions holds well in comparison with the experimental data both in sen'liinclusive and inclusive reactions. We shall argue in § 4 that the inclusive distribution functions can be derived from the semi-inclusive ones. Section 5 is devoted to the discussion of the relation between GSIM and Feynman scaling. § 2. Information theory and GSIM Let us first consider the distribution f(x) with respect to a physical quantity x. Information theory provides us a method called maximum entropy estimate 5 l which can reproduce the most probable functional form of f(x) under several subsidiary conditions of the definite information. The most crucial point of this theory is what information we may choose among many possibilities. If we knovv-all the contributions fi (x) to f(x) from all the possible mechanisms i, we can express f(x) as
Actually we usually have only a few pieces of information about these mechanisms, but it is fortunately expected that there is only a few mechanisms which practically determine the functional form of f(x). Accordingly, if we find the dominant mechanisms, we shall be able to get f(x) by means of maximum entropy estimate using the reliable information of these dominant (production) mechanisms.
vVe start out from the assumption that the most dominant mechanism determines the average value <x) of x. And so, we divide all the mechanisms, which yield f(x), into the following two groups: (I) The most dominant mechanism, which results from the energy-momentum.
conservation law, well-known Pr-cutoff, etc., contributes to f(x) through (x).
(II) All the mechanisms other than (I), where we need only some dominant mechanisms which come from multiperipheral model, resonance (cluster) production picture, etc.
If we get <x) by means of kinematical and (or) dynamical conditions (mechanism (I)), next we can investigate the functional form of f(x) by considering model dependent production mechanism (mechanism (II)). Here it should be noted that the exact functional form f(.x) is determined only by (II). Hence, if GSIM is satisfied, i.e., it is confirmed to represent f(x) in terms of t;=xf<x), we can avoid the influences of (I) to study the production mechanism. ES showed') that the gross features of the semi-inclusive momentum distributions are obtained by fixing only <PL)n and <Pr)n (the average value of the longitudinal and transverse-momentum at fixed multiplicity n) as follows:
The major defect of Eq. (2 · 2) comes from the fact that it does not include the Pr-PL correlation (seagull effect). As concerns the multiplicity distribution, we cannot give even the gross feature of the distribution function if we specify only <n). Indeed, it turns out from maximum entropy estimate that where u = L:nun.
The difference between Eq. (2 · 2) (or Eq. (2 · 3)) and the exact distribution is considered to be ascribed to mechanism (II). Therefore, the investigation of these differences leads us to clear knowledge of (II). The most remarkable fact, in this connection, is that mechanism (I) leads to GSIM as in Eqs. (2 · 2) and (2 · 3), whereas we cannot obtain the exac.t form of f(x) since we disregard mechanism (II). On the other hand, mechanism (II), which is inevitable to get the exact functional form of f(x), mostly yields the scaling violation term which should disappear at infinite energy. GSIM is, hence, considered to be only an approximate formula under the present accelerator energy region. § 3. Scaling in the mean for the semi-inclusive rapidity distributions
In the preceding section we have remarked that the approximate scaling phenomena results from the mechanism which determines the functional form of f(x) through the average values of the physical quantities. In this context we must search for the variables which make the scaling function be as close to the exact one as possible with the help of the minimum information. We restrict ourselves in this section to the semi-inclusive momentum distributions for the sake of concreteness. As a result of the analysis of the inclusive momentum distributions, 6 l we see that the distribution functions concerning Pr and y are probably factorizable. w In Fig. 1 we show ¢ (x) in terms of x = y/(Y)n for three energy points, and in Fig. 2 for several prong numbers at 69 Ge V / c in PP--+77:-reactions. The experimental data seem to show the scaling behavior in these figures. Let us investigate our scaling hypotheses by means of information theory. We obtain a scaling function (3 ·5) from maximum entropy estimate in accordance with ES. This Pr-clistribution function is the same as one of Eq. (2 · 2). Furthermore the experimental studll suggests the factorization property of Eq. (3 · 5) with respect to Pr and y. There is, however, a disagreement between the functional form of the rapidity distribution of Eq. (3 · 5) and the corresponding data. In a nutshell, Eq. (3 · 5) cannot reproduce the central plateau of the rapidity distributions. It is probable that the plateau comes from the mechanism (II) (see § 2). Information theory tells us how to find Gaussian distribution (Eq. (3·3)) which yields the rapidity central plateau. Provided we admit mechanism (II) which gives the constraint equation f't;x 2 ¢dx = rr, *> by incorporating it with the normalization condition of ¢ (x) and the definition of (x), we obtain¢ (x) = (2/rr) exp ( -x 2 /rr) **> by means of maximum Shannon-entropy principle with Lagrange multipliers. Thus, if we assume, besides the mechanism which determines (Pr)n and (Y)m another mechanism which yields the plateau of the rapidity distributions, we can reproduce the gross feature of the semi-inclusive momentum distributions.
Consequently, our choice of the variables (Pr andy) is superior to ES's analysis in the following three points:
(i) Our scaling function is Lorentz invariant for the longitudinal boost.
(ii) It satisfies the factorization of the distribution function with respect to Pr and y. On the analogy of them, we can suppose that the same scaling law holds also for the inclusive longitudinal-momentum distributions (4 · 3a) or the rapidity distributions requiring GSIM hypothesis. We plot the inclusive rapidity distributions for Fig. 3 , and for PP--"ir+ + x in Fig. 4 . They show the appropriate scaling behaviors as we expect. It is the purpose of this section to demonstrate that Eq. (4·3) is derived from Eq. (4·2) with the help of KNO scaling. We obtain the inclusive momentum distribution functions from the semi-inchisive distributions, regarding n as a continuous quantity, as follows:
where z denotes n/(n). 
Scaling 1-Iypothesis for the Rapidity Distributions
In the same manner Eq. (4·3a) is derived from Eqs. (4·1) and (4·2a).
(J ·I)
It is worth -vvhile noticing that the scaling functions in Figs. 1~4 sho·w almost the same curvature regardless of the type of reactions. Hence, it is presumable that (y)n··~(y) except for small n region. § 5. Summary and discussion
On the basis of GSIM we have proposed scaling law for the rapidity distributions both in semi-inclusive and inclusive reactions. Their functional forms have been determined by means of information theory. However, as for the inclusive longitudinal-momentum distributions, one knows Feynman scaling which is different from ours. In this connection we suppose it necessary to comment on the relation be- /\Is =f=O region and the violation of it at x=O by the use of the two-component model. The two-component model tells us that Feynman scaling is attributed to the diffractive mechanism, whereas the violation of scaling and the energy dependent rapidity plateau come from the multiperipheral mechanism. In this sense \\'e understand the rise of the rapidity plateau with energy to reflect the increase of the number of resonances produced in the high energy hadron-hadron collisions. 'vVe guess that GSIM is assured by the mechanism which determines (y). The increase of the rapidity plateau should never be identified with the fragmentation mechanism especially at high energies. Thus, the inconsistency between F eynman scaling and GSIM would be ascribed to these two mechanisms. Feynman scaling becomes valid because of the diffractive dissociation being dominant. On the other hand, GSIM 1s valid if the mechanisms which determine (n), (PL)n, (Y)n, etc. are really efficient. Therefore, GSIM becomes more and more significant as energy increases. Finally, we would like to give an example of useful applications of information theory. This theory provides us a method for constructing the functional form of the distributions, even if we do not have the complete set of information. For instance, -vve can investigate the quantities of the semi-inclusive rapidity at y = 0 as a function of the multiplicity in the following manner. In Fig. 5 we show the comparison of our analysis with the data. It should be noted that the replacement of nc by ilc-no (n 0= l) improves the data fitting. It is the same situation as in the case of KNO scaling, where n 0 is the effect of the diffraction dissociation.w
In this way, we can use information theory to search for the unknown mecha- 
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vve may suppose it to be a significant one. We shall be able to get the abundant information for hadron dynamics by iterating such a procedure.
